
Hurricane vulnerability of aboveground storage tanks in coastal Louisiana 

Background: Coastal Louisiana houses several ports, oil and gas facilities, and petrochemical 

industry installations. Aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) are widely used in these industries to 

store a variety of substances, such as crude oil, petrochemicals, and other hazardous substances. 

ASTs are susceptible to failure during hurricanes, 

which can disrupt the oil and gas supply chain. At 

the same time, hazardous spills due to AST failure 

can be catastrophic to the surrounding eco-systems 

and communities. For example, during the 

infamous Murphy oil spill (Figure 1), the failure of 

just one AST in Meraux, LA, during hurricane 

Katrina released over 25,000 barrels of mixed crude 

oil into the surrounding environment—rendering 

over 1700 houses un-inhabitable. Due to the lack of 

provisions in design guidelines such as American 

Petroleum Institute (API) 620 [1] and API 650 [2] 

to prevent AST failures during hurricane surge and 

flood events, recurring failures have been observed 

during past hurricanes such as Katrina and Rita [3], 

Ike and Gustav [4], and more recently during 

hurricane Laura [5]. Figure 1 shows ASTs damaged 

in Cameron, LA, after hurricane Laura [5]. 

At present, implementation of any measures 

for storm surge failure prevention of ASTs is left to 

the owners’ discretion. Furthermore, flood 

mitigation plans in Louisiana, such as the Coastal 

Master Plan, do not consider damage to such 

infrastructure to inform mitigation actions. 

Existing studies have developed physics based fragility models using finite element 

simulations for hurricane induced flotation [6], sliding [7], wave [8] and surge [9] buckling, and 

wind buckling failure modes [9]. Khakzad and van Gelder [10,11] and Qin et al. [12] developed 

system fragility models for ASTs subjected to floods events for flotation, sliding, and buckling 

failure modes. Additionally, empirical models are available to assess the likelihood of spills [13].  

Knowledge Gaps: (1) Even though coastal Louisiana is dotted with large number of ASTs, there 

is limited understanding of likelihood of AST failure during hurricanes in coastal Louisiana (2) 

The effectiveness of regional risk mitigation measures, such as the Coastal Master Plan, in 

preventing AST failure is unknown, and (3) Limited research exists on structural engineering-

based mitigation measures that can prevent hurricane surge induced failures of ASTs. This 

research will focus on the first two knowledge gaps. 

Objective: Assess the hurricane vulnerability of ASTs in coastal Louisiana and estimate the 

effectiveness of the regional hurricane risk mitigation measures, such as the Coastal Mater Plan, 

in preventing failure of industrial infrastructure such as ASTs.  

Relevance to CPRA: The knowledge on the probability of AST failures can be used for 1) 

identifying regional risk mitigation measures to reduce the risk of AST failures and 2) better 

Figure 1. Aerial view of Murphy Oil spill (Source: 

www.archive.epa.gov/katrina/web/html/index-6.html). 

 
Figure 2. Damaged ASTs near Cameron, LA, after 

hurricane Laura (picture taken by the PI). 

http://www.archive.epa.gov/katrina/web/html/index-6.html
http://www.archive.epa.gov/katrina/web/html/index-6.html


quantification of cost to benefit ratios for regional risk mitigation measures due to consideration 

of reduction in vulnerability of industrial infrastructure, Overall, the proposed research will help 

maintain a working coast, a key priority in the Coastal Master Plan, by reducing the likelihood of 

AST failures which would reduce disruptions to the petrochemical industry, avoid potential 

environmentally catastrophic spills, and adverse social consequences.  

Methodology: To achieve the research objective, five research tasks are proposed which will help 

compare the probability and consequences of hurricane failure (wind, surge, and wave induced) 

for ASTs in coastal Louisiana for various return period events considering current and future 

conditions (including sea level rise and subsidence) with and without the risk mitigation measures.  

Task 1: Identify location and geometry of ASTs in a case study site: Cameron, LA, is proposed as 

a tentative case-study site since AST failures were observed during hurricane Laura in 2020 and 

will help validate the proposed research. At present, there is no publicly available dataset that 

provides information on the location, size, and contents of ASTs. Therefore, aerial images will be 

used to identify the location and diameter of ASTs in Cameron, LA. Next, along with the location 

of ASTs, digital elevation and surface maps will used to identify the height of ASTs. Additionally, 

aerial images will be used to identify the roof type as either fixed or floating.  

Task 2: Determine hurricane hazard at AST locations: In this task, the results from the ADCIRC 

hurricane simulations conducted to inform the CMP considering different mitigation measures and 

future sea level conditions will be used. Specifically, at each AST’s location the maximum wind 

speed, storm surge inundation depth, current velocity, and significant wave height will be obtained. 

In addition to these hazard measures, using the significant wave height estimate and water depth, 

the shallow water wave height estimates will be probabilistically generated using the general 

Weibull probability distribution proposed by Elfrink et al. [14]. 

Task 3: Estimate the failure probability of ASTs: Fragility models for flotation [6], sliding [7], 

wave [8] and surge [9] buckling, and wind buckling failure modes [9] will be used to determine 

the failure probability of ASTs in the case study region with and without CMP’s mitigation 

measures. In this process, uncertainty in the fill level of ASTs, the density of stored contents, and 

wave heights will be propagated through the fragility models using Monte Carlo Simulations and 

numerical integration. The overall failure probability, considering all failure modes, will be 

evaluated using a series system assumption [15]. 

Task 4: Quantify the effectiveness of CMP’s flood mitigation measures: The failure probability 

estimates will be used to quantify the consequences of AST failure such as repair costs and spill 

volumes [9] for the case study area for all the hurricane scenarios. The mean and standard deviation 

estimates of these performance metrics will be compared for different flood mitigation measures 

in the CMP for varying future sea level conditions. Based on this analysis, the most effective set 

of mitigation measures in the CMP will be identified. 

Task 5: Generalization to other areas in Coastal Louisiana and elsewhere: A general framework 

for the assessment of ASTs’ failure probabilities and evaluation of mitigation measures will be 

established. This framework will consist of a flow chart to enable future analysis of existing ASTs 

not captured in the study and for newly proposed sites.  

Expected contributions: The proposed research could improve predictions of flood damages to 

ASTs which could directly impact how risk and storm damages are modeled in CLARA, ultimately 

benefiting the coast. At present, wind damage is not considered and the damage assessment 

methodology is limited on how storm damage to critical infrastructure is quantified. Therefore, 

this research will fill a knowledge gap that could be directly implement future planning efforts. 
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